Beauty Tips: 5 Hair Trends
for 2017
By Cortney Moore
Need a a dramatic change for 2017? Maybe these hair trends are
just what you need in your life! Sometimes all you need is a
different style, color or cut to make you feel brand new.
Learn about the latest celebrity style and how you can achieve
these fashionable trends with the following beauty tips.

Beauty tips that will keep your
hair up to date!
1. A touch of orange: Ladies no longer have to be afraid of
brassy tones. Orange hair is becoming a popular trend this
year. There are so many shades you can try: copper, rose gold,
peach bellini,
blorange (the new strawberry blonde),
creamsicle and much more! Go out and take a risk; maybe
redheads are the ones who have all the fun.

2. Low maintenance cuts: Boys aren’t the only ones who can
rock short hair. Cropped tresses are here to stay for 2017.
This look is perfect for those who want to bring out their
bone structure or add edge to their style. That’s not to

mention how low maintenance these cuts are, so you’ll save a
lot of time on your beauty regimen. You’ll also save a bit of
money on styling products compared to your long-haired
companions.

Related Link: Product Review: The Perfect Products To Start
Your New Year Off Right
3. The faux-perm: Big curly hair has made a comeback! Chunky
spiral curls can be achieved with
a flexi rod set. Don’t
worry if your curls don’t come out perfectly uniform.
A
little frizz or varied texture gives your hair more definition
and looks chic. The fluffier the curls, the better. Enjoy
bringing the 80’s out with this unique hairstyle.

4. Denim everything: Another popular hair color trend for 2017
is denim hair! Much like the granny trend, the shades for this
style vary from subtle to bold. Sneak in a pop of color to
dark hair by adding a bit of indigo, or go the acid wash route
with pastel blues, purples and greys. If you’re really daring,
you can add drama with a blend of these colors altogether.

Related Link: Product Review: The Perfect Beauty Products To
Look Your Best This Fall
5. Intricate braids: An elegant braid is a great way to add
glam to this commonly known casual hair style. This trend
requires a bit of patience and dexterity because it can be
tricky to get your hair to cooperate, but practice makes
perfect. When you’ve mastered braiding your your tresses,
you’ll be delighted to see how regal you look when your hair
is out of your face.

Start the new year right with one of these fashionable hair
trends! You’re sure to impress on your next date night with
one of these polished looks.
What do you think of this year’s hair trends? Tell us what you
think in the comments below!

